
Everyone's been reading and re-reading this modern classic about a repressive society in a future age of declining births. Soon to be a TV series! Fiction.


A growling retiree is offended by his neighbors, the cars they drive, the way no one uses tools any more—so many things. Inside, his heart beats strongly. Swedish best seller. Fiction.


A book about shapes that literally brings them to life, first in a trilogy by this awesome author and illustrator duo. Pre-school – 9. Hardcover


A family story about a terrible fire and the miracle of animals and people standing together in the lake to survive. An invitation to tell family stories together? Pre-school and up


On Dorothy’s List, this book explores two siblings who are sent to the country to escape the bombing of London during World War II. Middle school fiction.


Coates' revival of the first black, African super-hero brings new energy to this 1960s Marvel comic. Teen graphic novel. 4th grade and up.


Charles Lenox and Gerald Leigh were in school together. Lenox renews the old friendship as he searches for the mysterious benefactor perhaps linked to threats on Leigh’s life. Fiction.

Young love blossoms in an unnamed city during a violent civil war. Fiction.


Twin boys, adopted at birth, grow up feeling like a boy and a girl. Serious, personal look at how one family grappled with issues around having a transgendered child. Nonfiction.


This book is currently being read by the Mayor's Book Group in Burlington, for community discussion. Nonfiction.


A small harmonica provides music and a strong sense of comfort to three children, Friedrich in Nazi Germany, Mike, an orphan, and Ivy, a poor farmer’s daughter. Grades 4 – 7.


A conservative’s memoir, looking closely at the Scots Irish and their migration north to Ohio and the Midwest. Helpful in understanding some of Donald Trump’s support? Nonfiction.